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The quadrilateral mechanism is one the mechanisms very often used in teaching applied mechanics or mechanism analysis. It is a simple device, with two possible driving elements and quite easy to calculate. 
The evolution of the personal computers and of course of the accompanying software, allows today to model and analyze mechanisms like the quadrilateral one, with a lot of facilities in terms of visual simulation of movement, different types of plots (velocities, accelerations, displacements, trajectories etc). 
The present paper presents the author’s experience in using Solid Edge as supporting software for modeling and analyzing mechanisms such the quadrilateral. 

Geometric modeling
The quadrilateral mechanism has been modeled using Solid Edge starting from a real device that exists in one of the Applied Mechanics of the Petroleum Gas University. In figure 1 one can see a photo of the real device, while in figure 2, the model such as has been created in Solid Edge. 
As can be seen, the model is as real as possible, in order to allow students to easily identify elements, movements and interactions between them. 




Figure 1 – Real device

Figure 2 – Solid Edge model

Computer simulation
When the assembly has been built reciprocal relations of types mate, planar align, axial align and insert have been used. 
The model has been translated in MSC Dynamic Designer / Motion Professional where the reciprocal relations transformed into different types of joints. These joints are displayed as can be seen in figure 3. 





In order to make all the simulations more clearly, the crank has been temporarily removed. 

Mechanism analysis
One of the things that can be done is the plotting of trace paths for points on moving parts. As an example, one can see figure 4, where the path described by the middle of part 1. 
For the same point it is possible to obtain velocity or acceleration plots, either as an expression of magnitude, or on an axis basis. 
Figure 5 presents two such plots, for the same point for which a trace path has been obtained. 




In figure 6 one can see a velocity plot and the corresponding mechanism position for the time value suggested by the vertical line.  









All the parts that compose the mechanism are produced in a parametric environment. The first consequence is that it is very easy to create a library of parts to be use in building other mechanisms. Either the dimensions or the suppression of some features allows the user to create in a couple of seconds new parts to be used in new assemblies. 
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